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AN £_XCELLbNT DRCF-FIELD

This drop-field was used by the 5332 Brigade, Provisional

(Ma rs Task Force) as their only supply point during combat in

the Central Burma Camnais'n.



AIR DROP SUPPLY OF A IWW RANGE PNERTINUNIT

SECTION I

Ais the speed of modern war increases it becomes more

and more apparant that in order to take full advantage

of all opportunities for exploitation it is necessary

to have some method of supplying these fast moving

columns. It is easy to visualize an armored division,

or any other major unit, as far as two hundred miles

or even more beyond the reach of normal supply procedure

or what is called "behind the enemy lines." The ex-

panding use of aircraft for this supply f .nction is

a natural outcome of the improvement in the technique

of employment of transport aircraft; and because

aircraft are not hampered by lack of' roads their use

in supply is obvious.

Mfy personal experience is confined to one unit of

regimental size which operated "behind the enemy lines"

for a period of three months with air drop the only

source of supply. As the problems involved with the

supply of this unit are rather similar to any other

unit under the aame cinditions it is felt that something

may be learned from a study of the air drop procedure

used by the 124th RCT which operated in Northern and
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of 13 divisionsC approximately 30, 000 troops)

north of Lashio, the cutting of this road would have

had a most detrimental effect on their operations.

The original plan was to move this force by

slider from Myitkyinato Lashlo, (air-line distance

200 tmiles) buvt this was abandoned because no-suitable-

landing zone could be found and it -was felt that the

landing casulties would mak that type of. movement

uneconomical.

The decision was then made to march cross country

to the West of the Burma Road and suddenly appear astride

the'road north of Lashio. The ground distance was

approximately 300 miles. This was done and complete

tactical surprise was gained. This surprise was possi-

ble because of the terrain. Northern Burma is one of

the few remaining portions of the earth's surface that

i's completely isolated. It has some of the most for-

midable terrain in the world. Dense jungle, innumerable

streams,4 towering mountain ranges-rusing in all

diroetions and absolutely no oinrnicationse Elephant

trails were used In Lj~44ca other gaSme traIlS.

were used on higher ground and mountain sides. As.a
exmpe+f he di4ff4 wnIcult terain% v,mne night we ivuae



7200 feet. There were no roads of any description and

of course the country nas impassable to vehicles of any

sort. This brought about the necessity of an unusual

supply procedure.

The only workable supply method in this terrain

was air drop. This was used throughout until a

large air field at Lashlo was taken, at which time

supplies were landed there and packed by mules to the

troops.

Air drop supply proved very successful and this

force could have operated indefinitely on this system.

It must be remembered however that we used no fuel or

lubricants, and only a minimum of 75 mm howitzer ar-W

tillery. The two regiments that composed the hars

Task Force were the only American ground force unitis

in the entire theater. The supply of' these two regi-

ments taxed the rather limited resources of the C.B.I.

Theater to the utmost and it is extremely doubtful

if many more units could have been so supplied, and

still accomplish the theater mission of supplying the

Chinese armies. We did prove that if a country is

willing to stand the expense, and oan maintain air

uupwbMity, they can operat. entirely independent



IThe following rather detailed description of' the

functioning of the air drop supply system will be dis-

cussed from the viewpoint of the ground unit being

supplied rather than the supplying units.

A brief description of the supply bases is necessary

in--order to--imderstand--the -complete system.*

These bases were located in eastern India at the

railheads, ports, and large air fields that dotted the

Indian provinces of Bengal and Assam. The bases were

practically due west of the area in which we operated

so the airline distance was always between 300 and 400

miles.

Supplies were unloaded at Calcutta and moved by

rail and truck to the air supply bases where they were

properly packed for aerial -delivery by the Combat Cargo

Coamand of the Air Transport Command. They were packed

for delivery on call and it was routine to receive

an air drop within six hours after requesting it. I do

not know what miracle of organization and plannin

ococurred at the air bases to accomplish this in such

phnomenal time but that c'ould be the- subject of some

WyUateresting and productive research. The Air

franspo'rt Otonnd wasg respoonsible for the suppies



aerial canopies opened above the troops on the ground.

Because the ground troops were goin to have-to

live on the air drop supplies, they determined what

was to be dropped. As we had nearly'3000 men and

2000 mules, rations were of course a major item of

suppl-y.-As each--tnizaal needed a -minimum- of ten pounds

ofY grain per day, grain in itself accounted for ten

tons per day of air drop.

Grain was always free dropped and was packed in

twenty pound bags, and three of these packed in one

large bag. The impact of 60 pounds was great and it

was found that by placing three ismall bags inside a

larger one it could be free dropped. The small bags would

break open but the large one would not. I will cover

the dangers involved in a free drop later.

As far as rations were caoerned it was of course

obvious that the regular "B", ration could not be

supplied. Among other apparant reasons we had no

stoves or cooking utensils. It was decided that "C",

*D" and "K" rations reinforced with canned fruit juice,

earned peanuts, and vitamin pills would suffice and

we'deoloped two standard ratia ,'mits called the11.I-



man, plus 1 16-ounce can of fruit juice, 4 D ration

chocolate bars, I medium size can of peanuts and 4

packabos of cigarettes. The "Fourapao" was 4 -day's

*K rations for 1 an, plus the peanuts, fruit juice,

cigarettes and vitamin pills.

C tch of those units was packed in a smail jute

bag and about 40 .t these bags packed in a wovren bas-

ket for attachment to the parachute. You may wonder

why we settled on this system. There is a definite

reason. That is all a man can carry in addition to

his regular load. As we couldn't receive an air drop

every day due to the scarcity of air drop fields and

be cause of the labor involved in a single drop, we

received an air drop every three or four days and had

to carry the rations with us.

We rested one day in seven in order to rest men

and ani malIs and let everyone catch up on his own

* first ech,0eo maintenance"., The drop before this

* rest day uns.10 in 1" rations, which we found to be

It



keep men strong and healthy while doing the hardest

kind of labor for indefinite periods. The "K" ration

would undoubtedly do the same thing, but after about

20 days of nothing but "K"t rations we round that men

could no longer eat them three tires a day. I have

seen a ma become violently nauseated merely watching

another man open a box of "K" -rations. flea we were

forced to exist on "K" rations for 20 days we always.

stopped and received a "10 in 1" trop regardless of

the tactical situation.

During the march the tactical situation was such

that we could pick our own drop f ields and in general

dictate the air drop procedure. This procedure in

general follows. The day before the drop was to be

taken we would notify the base by radio giving them

location, time, present weather, and enemy activity.

flen we arrived at the drop field the 3-4 section put

down their recognition and wind direction panels and

naited for the aircraft. The communications platoon

would sake contact with the aircraft while they were.

some distanoes ay and would "talk them in" to the

pan.4f The lead plane would come over and-ccmnoe

drongnf immedinael from as low an altitude'asl

8



remainder of the planes would follow quickly behind

unloading at the same place as the lead plane. They

could unload 14 large bags of grain or five parachutes

on one drop so they would, have to form a traf fic pattern

around the drop field in order to discharge their com-

plete load. This pattern was of course up to the Air

Corps and our only connection with it was to warn them

of ground L ire from enemy positions over which they

might fly. When the last plane made its final circle

we were notitied and immediately began clearing the

field.

The drop field w"s cleared on the march in the

following manner. The 8-4 arranged to have a detail

of about 75 men at the field when the drop was over.*

These men arrived with one mule per three men and

brought their arms and machetes (a long, wide knit'.

used in cutting brush.) The 3-4 designated collecting

points for grain, rations, and equipment (including

clothinge. As he knew how much of each class of

supply was expected he broke up. his detail accordingly:

so any men. collected grain, so many rations, so many

equipamt. When it.-was all accumulated, the 8-4

balanced what was collected against the ineeids and

9



for each troop and notified them as to the breakdown.

They then distributed it to their platoons whore it

was further distributed to each individual man in

his own troop area. This sufficed on the march

where nothing was dropped but food and the equip-

meat that wore out on the march.

After we arrived at our position ox% the Burma

Road and the entire force was committed to action,

the preponderance of wiight and bulk was ammunition.

The physical possession of the drop field was in

doubt, so a different system was used.

The problem was made more difficult because of

t he small1 arms fir e the drop planes received while

dropping, which forced them up to an altitude some-

times above 1500 feet resulting in a very wide and

extended pattern on the ground. The drop field itself

was a larserice paddy approximately one mile wide

and six .ii*.s long and for a period of nearly a month

there were drop planes over this field every day-

light hour.* This: reesalted in a rather astounding

tonnage delivered b9 Air dnopl, In principle, clearing

10



had to be taken and be in our hands completely and then

the drop field detail had to be protected while at

work. We will discuss this organization later.

After the situation became more or less stable

and we were no longer marching, it became possible to

use the parachutes and wrapping material quite ex-

tensively. The 3-4 lad the parachutes and all con-

tainers folded and stacked in two Piles and when the

Japanese in that area were annihalated we were able

to become quite comfortable under-pkrapkute tents.

Soft beds made of parachutes and tarpaulin, screened

in and covered mess halls of silk and nylon and other

luxcuries added to our comfort.

The above general discussion outlined the "make

up" of the 124th Cavalry ROT, the mission of the "Wars

Task Force" and the supply problem, and how it was

solved, From my experience with this unit I say

again that if a country is willing and able to stand

jhe expanse and can maintain air superiority it can

keep a.fighting force in the field anywhere on the

faoe of the earth. It must be remembered however

tbat the cost in oney alone is fhntastio-. "loannot

recall lhow we arrived at the figure, bu T Iremember

11



that it cost the United States $100. 00 in 1945 to

put one "K" ration in the hands of one hungry

soldier in Burma.
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SECTION II

Lessons Learned

In this section 1 will outline and explain some

of the many lessons learned, mtistakes made, and short

-C__ uts involved-.-in supplying a unit by air drop.

1.1In Jungle or heavilzyyooded terrain it may be-

come necessary to have dropped a great deal sore than

is actually requ4red to resupply a unit.. I remember

one rather harassing experience where weather and

'A terrain combined to keep one squadron of the regiment

out of food for nearly a week. We had just crossed

the Shweli River,'a ratbar formidable stream about

300 feet wide and 10 feet deep. Through the centuries

this stream had cut a wide valley in Central Burma.

Both sides of the valley were very steep and the en-

tire area was overgrown with dense juingle growth.

This was early in January 1945 and the time of the

" mid-season monsoon", a fourtee& ~day wet period in

the mie of the standard seven month dry season.

The sky was gray. tuO)jow hanging clouds kept visibil-

ity at zero. The bat Cargo -Commn attempted

twice a day to drop rationse and grain but could not.

13



than 10% were recovered. One save-ws killed as a re-

suit of being struck by a free dropped 60 pound sack

of grain. The only solution was to get to higher

ground which would endanger the unit from a security

standpoint--but which enabled the air corps to keep

us supplied.

2. In movingi to a'uReetizigenpgement" it is

neoessary to have a pre-arranged emerge drop set up.

This drop must contain artillery, mortar and machine

vmn ammunition, engineer entrenching tools, medical

supplies, and extra signal equipment. This was necessary

because of the limited amount of the above supplies

and equipment that could be carried.

We set up a pre-arranged drop in -the following

sanner. When contact became imminent we notified the

air base to prepare it. The Combat Catgo Gonand

loaded the aircraft from the list we had previously

tnished them which was of course heavy with ammu-

nition. The aircraft tkhen stood by on ground alert

waitin for our call.e We communicated directly with

the air. base and when we called for the .."It Drop" it was.

therP#.jn four hours I

Tis resulted in a large number of airoraft

14



days., This wastage of aircraft was one big fault

in the system, but remember we had no transportaflon

except mules and it was physically impossible to carry

enough ainunition for defensive combat or a large

ssale coordinated attack. Bear in mind also that

an armored unit operating anywhere its track vehicles

can go, can carry this bulk of amunition with it

in its combat and field trains.

The principle, then, is this: if the exploit-

ing unit cannot carry the necessary reserves of ammu-

nition, there must be a pree&planned method of re-sup-w

plying them in a very short time.

3. The ground unit must have a homing device

to lead the suppy aircraft to it. We used, the "Re-,

becca-Eureka" radio sets and they worked perfectly

every time. It is also advisable to have some ground

arking 'system to mark the drop field both day and

night as a night drop of supplies will sometimes be

non sosary. There should be some system developed

ti"t would enable the drop planes to unload their

$qlies.-aecurately when visibility is poor or the

wather taes the ground invisible. With the oquip-

ment we used it was- impossible to drop accurately

15



ground units.

4. She drop f ield crews must be organized

before the drop starts with def inite duties assigned.

W~hen we were not in contact with the enemy each

V4 organization furnished a prorated share of' the drop2

field personnel. When we were in contact, the drop

field crew was a permanently assigned crew from such

groups as horseshoers, cooks-, and other people whose

absence from regularily assigned duties would not

lower the combat efficiency of their units. These

men were organized into three types of teams:

A. Teams of f ive men and two mules to

disengage the parachutes from the sup-m

plies, and pack the supplies back to

the d istributi on po int.

B. Teams of three men and- one mule to

pack in the parachutes.

C. Drop field guards, to protect the field

from the enemy and to keep o;;r own troops

18



drop f ield was a rice paddy located in

a valley about two miles west of the

Burma Road. The Japanese wore dug in

on the hills west of the valley and we

were on the high ground east of it.

Both forces sent out teams at night to

retrieve essential supplies. The Japa-

nose would take only food while we had

to get amunition and food. This went

on for about ten days while we built up

a sufficient ammunition supply to launch

an attack to take the western hills and

deny the enemy observed fire on the drop

field. After the success of this attack,

the drop field was cleared daily under

sporadic, inaccurate artillery fire.

The principle involved is this: the main ef-

fort of a unit whether it be attack, defense, or even

supplying itself must be supported by the entire unit

or at least the bulk of it. In the example given

above, the attached artillery battalion and auto-

matic weapons of all -squadrona and' troops gave the

17



at times with a platoon with the mission of physi-p

cally protecting them as they went about their busi-

ness of "harvesting the drop field."

0 ~~5. Recovere prachutes and packing mtra

are very useful. In a situation where there is no

transportation to carry such items as bed rolls, tents,

extra canvas and blankets, personnel of a command

have no way of protecting themselves from the. ele-

ments. This was forcible brought home to me during

the time of the mid-season monsoon of 1944-1945.

This period was a miserable one, physically. The

temperature at night was in the forties and rain

fell incessantly. It was impossible to keep dry

and even at thnt moderate temperature the cold was

intense. This was during the period when no air

drop was received, and consequently no parachutes

'14 or canvas were available. The factor involved, of

course, is the drastic lowering of unit efficiency

due to' respiraitory- diseases and the common cold.

It was indeed a frightening thought to a omander

A'to-be 200 miles behind the, enemy line s with his

command and no possi2b1lity of reinforcements or

18



this period the non-effective rate rose sharply due

~fr to sickness, medical care was extremely limited, sAid

there was no evacuation.

rAll of the above is brought out to show that

the proper use of the recovered parachutes and pack-p

ing material, when they are available, for shelter

and additional bedding is a decided factor in the

accomplishment of" a mission.* Parachutes and pack-

Ing material can, of course, be used for many other

thing than tentage and bedding. Such things as

litters, light-proof shelters, *overlng for perish-

able supplies pLre just a few uses. If a unit has

a sufficient qua ntity of them their use is limited

only by the ingenuity and resourcefulness of the

unit's personnel.

6. Security of the drop field is essential.

It is unlikely that a drop field can ever be left

entirely unsecured. With the f ieald covered with

parachutes and valuable supplies and food it is at-

hately necessary to protect it from the enemy, loceal

19
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from the area although in our case this was rarely

a problem due to the fact that in nearly every in-w

stance there were,.nowlocal inhabitants. We must

4protect the supplies, and food especially, from our

own troops. The point might be raised that if our

qwn men pilfer food from the drop field no over-all

loss will occur because they eventually get the food

anyway. The fallacy there is this: in any kind of

ration whether it be "C" "K" "10 in I" or anything

else there are certain items more desirable than

others and men will waste and ruin entire boxes of

rations to get that one desirable item. Our biggest

trouble with this matter was the theft of the canned

fruit Juices that were used to supplement the rations.

I have already covered the necessity of keeping

the drop field from observed artillery and small arms

fire. There is another type of security that is a

"must". That is security of the airplanes dropping

supplies. The aircraft that dropped our supplies

were either 048 or 047 aircraft. They had to fly

at very low altitudes and no faster than 125 miles

perm hour. The are large,0 rather.& cumbersome craft't

20



security from this type of enemy aotion. If protection

is not provided and the supply craft are receiving

heavy f ire their solution is to move up to a higher

altitude and step up their speed to around 175 miles

per hour. This results in a greatly dispersed ground

pattern and a very high factor of parachute failure

with resulting "free drop" of items that are des-

troyed when. they hi* the ground.

The best protection of course is to have the

drop field tar enough anay from, the enemy so that

the aircraft will be out of range of hi s weapons.

This can be done by either originally setting up

the drop field far enough behind to accomplish this,

or pushing the enemy back. We used both solutions,

the principle being that the physical location of

the best drop zone sets the pattern and ground units

must modify their tactics accordingly.

Thtere will be times when the drop field must

be locoated. within range of enemy weapons and he. will

not -be-'pusahed back. This is a situation that calls

for resourefuliness ',a4 the part of the oanmder

One solution' is to set iup limited, harassing attacks

while the drop planesaiare over the ara;. This will1

21



in these efforts than is recovered from-the air drop.

The solution thnt we used more often with better

results was to get the artillery liaison plane in the

air over the enemy position. The observer would

bring in artillery Lire on anything he saw tiring

at the planes. After the f irst time we did this and

very accurate artillery Lire was brought down on ene-

my tiring positions, the mere presence of the liaison

plane kept this fire down completely.

7. haximum use of damag&ed supplies must bel

made. In any air drop a fairly high percentage of

damabe will occur. This cones about through it-

poprpacking, loading, or parachute failure. The

latter was our principal cause of trouble. The para-s

chute failures were caused in the main by too heavy

loads being released from aircraft traveling in ex-

cess of 125 miles per hour. I remember one instance

when- that occured after we had requititioned three

rO ad iQis to replace battle losses. They.flr.

.nr6saro. item in the theatinr and thessupply.
4#. finaly seoured three replaemetis. Re9were

notif ied they were. comngalong with 'uom'emare



all three or thorn in one package. The airplane tam*: ii

at an estimated speed or 150 MPH and altitude of

800 feet. The white parachute was the first out of

the airplane. The shock or the canopy opening was

too great for the straps holding the load and we

received three "free dropped" radios that were mashed

I kas flat as P11-101-10. Although those radios wore-

damaged beyond all recognition, some parts were

salvaged which leads'up to the principle involved:

no matter what the extent of the damage every effort

must be made to recover as much of the item as pos-o

40sible., Entrenching tools were dropped and wooden

handles destroyed but in a heavily wooded country

.pick handles were no problem. It seems as though

the most frequently damaged items were rations.

One hundred pounds of "C" ration free dropped makes

a terrible me ss, but after they are dug out of the

ground some of the items are still usable if the

supply officer or the commander will have the re-

ec6vering personnel sort and issue it. Free drops

ti calothing end blankets will inevitably land in

streams if any are present but they can be dr ied

and are usable., After' our. position besae stabilized

23



dumps and set up repair facilities for damaged equip-

ment and supplies and a remarkably high percentatu

of damaged goods were eventually used.

8. The droqp field is a dangerous place.

It requires very little imagination to figure out

what would happen to a man hit by a free dropped

weight of 100 pounds. While free dropping was coins

on, it required no training or discipline to keep

the field completely clear of all personnel. Para-

chute dropping is a different matter. We had sev-

eral casualties from men being hit by packages that

were accidentally free dropped. due to parachute

failure. Over-enthusiastic drop field crews would

get out on the f ield while drops were going on and

would get arms or legs broken by being hit by para-p

chute supported loads which come down rather fast

even if they are supported by a canopy. The princi-

ple is this: if the tactical situation will permit,

everyone must stay at least 1000 yards from the out-

aide edge'of the drop field until the drop is ost-

ple4. There will be times, of course whethu-

genopy of seouring ammunition will cowattl. ance

the dangter to drop f ie ld *~e-wsand they ist be on

24



If this is done, eaoh crew must have one additional

r man to watch for falling packages arid warn the others

rso they can get out of the way in time. In a situ-m

ation where a comparitively large unit or* several

smiller ones are using th. same field and a large

tonnage comes in every day, the field must be cleared

continuously ad the crews must work under falling

loads constantly. Where this is the case it is

essential to keep the same crews together because,

as is so often the case, the experienced, careful

man does not get hurt.
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SECTION IUI

Evaouat ion

One of the most difficult operations imaginable

when a unit is being supplied entirely by air drop

is evacuation of sick and wounded. In a unit of regi-w

mental site, marching through hilly, jungle country,

there will be several serious accidents and sickness

cases daily. Uhen that unit is in combat and attacking

fortified positions, the casualties will be heavy.

Every one of our march and battle casualties were

evacuated by air. in liaison type planes. We used

the L-wl,(now obsolete), and L-4 and L-5 planes.

During the march when a case developed that had

to be evacuated it was done in this manner. If" the

man could sirvive without hospital care he would be

carried with his unit either on mule back or. on a

litter. incidentally, in that terrain it took six-

tean litter bearers for each case. If the surgeon

determined thoxma would die without hospital care

we would build.a landing strip and ta ke him out with

the artillery liaison plane. The strip was conew

S8tructed by natives rounded up by the territorial

troops attached to the regiment. If no natives

26



There were remarkably few evacuations on the march.

This was caused by the high state of training, morale,

and esprit-de-corps. All drinking water was boiled,.

and copious quantities of D.D.T. powder and insect

repellent wore used. These three items kept the dis-

ease rate outstandingly low. Men were imbued with

the absolute necessity of keeping up with- the columin.

The principle involved is that through proper

training and discipline a unit can reduce its non-

battle casualty rate to the point where it is not a

major factor.64

Battle casualties present an entirely different

pictre.Our Portable Surgical Hospital could keep

a backlog of fifty wounded;k As our casualties in this

particular operatifa were nearly four hundred some

way had to be designed for evacuation.

The evacuation was done by liaison plane back

to a General Hospital. We constructed a landing

strip and set up a dug-in, protected evacuation point

ca4pable of handling-ten men at a timeo. The regimental

surgeon was in charge.

The airplanes would land and taxi to the evac-w

uation point and hbe lo&aedwith a sitting or litte

27



In building this strip we had to take the direction

of the prevailing wind into consideration.

The surgeon was in contact with squadron aid

stations and the Portable Surgical Hospital, and

would coordinate the flow of casualties to the

air strip. This was necessary because the strip was

under artillery fire. The Lire was not observed but

we lost ten planes as a result of it in as any days.

This system worked so nill that in many instances

a wounded man would be in a general hospital two hours

after" he had been hit.

There is one point that must not be overlooked

in this system of air evacuation. That is the use

of empty cargo space in planes returning from the

hospital. This takes a great deal of coordination

as the supply babes and hospital are under diffen-

ent comaad and normally will be some distance apart.

Our supply,,officer happened upon'this by accident.

The scn a of evacuation one of the pilots brought

a box of freih ;eat back with him. After -several

moqseages to, the supply7 base and the hospital every

empty plane brought in such things as medical

and signal suppleshigh prio~rity equipment ff all



were not eff ectively air-dropped. No f igures are

available on the amount of supplies brought in on

liaison planes but it was considerable.
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SECTION IV
ft4

Conclusions

There are many conclusions that can be drawn

from a study of this operation. I will touch on

some of the obvious ones which were more fully ocrered

in the preceeding secti3,onLs.

1.0 Air superiority is absolutely essential.

I ha ve not said so before but it requires very little

thought on the subject to understand that air super-

i.ority must be maintained. The, battle position and

the rear areas were literally covered with slow, un-o

armed transport and 1itison planes. They must be

able to operate unhindered by the enemy.

2. Prior planning must be done from broad

policies down to minute details.

3. An automatic resupply of Class I supplies

must be set up.

\k Inesv riigmutb oepirt
ha rVA Wb 4- ftft 4 4-Ifta.. 4I

8. Apre-arranged emergency drop must be set

or0



W - '77' MR

UP to provide for ammunition and other Class II, IV

and V items necessary for prolonged action.

7. 4 "homing device" must be carried by the

ground forces so they can eonsomically and accurately

receive drops day or night in any weather.

8. Utmost use must be made of damaged sup-

plies, parachutes and packi!ng materials.

9. The commander must gine a great deal of

thought to evacuation of sick and wounded and a

Standard Operating Procedure must be established

prior to commencing an operation of-this kind.

The over-all conclusion that can be drawn from

this operation is this: if a country is willing and

able to stand the expense in both supplies and money

it can maintain a fighting force in the f ield any-0

where on the face of the earth..
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